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INTRODUCTION 
KAN AND Thurston prove in [6] that every path-connected space has the homology of 
the classifying space BG of some discrete group G. (See also [l].) In this note we 
prove a somewhat sharper result for discrete monoids, where by monoid (or semi- 
group) we mean a set with an associative composition law which has a two-sided 
identity, e. 
THEOREM 1. Every path-connected space has the same weak homotopy type as the 
classifying space BM of some discrete monoid M. 
This is proved by constructing directly, for each connected simplicial complex X, a 
monoid M such that BM = X. The monoid M has one generator for each simplex (+ 
outside of a maximal tree in X. This generator is invertible if dim (+ = 1, and 
idempotent if dim (+ > 1. There are other relations corresponding to the inclusions 
(T c T. 
We will also prove the following result, using an idea of Heller. 
THEOREM 2. Given a group G together with a perfect normal subgroup P of G, there 
is a monoid M, containing G as its maximal subgroup, such that the inclusion G 4 M 
induces a homology equivalence BG 4 BM and an isomorphism G/P = 7rlBM. 
(Recall that a map f: Y + X is said to be a homology equivalence if the induced 
map H*( Y, f *d) + H*(X, d) is an isomorphism for all systems d of local coefficients 
on X. Such maps are called acyclic in 131.) 
In view of the Kan-Thurston theorem, this yields the following improvement of 
Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. The monoid M in Theorem .l may be chosen so that the inclusion 
BI(M) 4 BM is a homology equivalence, where I(M) denotes the maximal subgroup of 
M. 
As an example which shows that classifying spaces of discrete monoids can have 
real mathematical interest, consider Haefliger’s classifying space BY for Cm-folia- 
tions of codimension n. Segal proves in [ 111 that there is a weak equivalence BEmbR” 
2: BY’, where EmbR” is the discrete moniod of all Cm-self-embeddings of R”. Its 
group of invertible elements is Diff R”, the group of all Cm-diffeomorphisms of R”, and 
it is also shown in [l l] that the inclusion BDiff W” 4 BEmb W” is a homology 
equivalence. Similar results for the volume preserving case are proved in [7]. 
The paper is organised as follows. In 01 we discuss some properties of monoids 
and their amalgamated free products. Theorem 1 is proved in $2 by an inductive 
procedure, combining the methods of [l] and [6]. Theorem 2 and its corollary are 
proved in $3. Readers may, if they wish, start with 03 referring back to $1 as 
necessary. 
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Il. PROPERTIES OF MONOIDS 
The classifying space BM of a discrete monoid M is the realisation of a 
semi-simplicial set which has one vertex, one l-simplex for each element of M, one 
2-simplex for each relation mm’ = m”, and so on. Equivalently, it is the realisation of 
the discrete category which has one object and M as set of morphisms. (See 191 and 
[lo] Appendix A. It does not matter which realisation is used here.) In fact, it will be 
convenient to consider more general categories which we will call semigroupoids. 
They are non-empty, small, discrete categories in which all objects are isomorphic. 
Thus, associated to any semigroupoid M there is a monoid MO which is isomorphic to 
MorM(x, x) for each object x in M. Moreover, the category M is isomorphic to the 
product MO X J, where MO is the category with one object corresponding to the monoid 
MO, and J is the category with the same set of objects as Mand with exactly one morphism’ 
between any pair of objects. (An isomorphism M + MO X J is determined by the choice of 
an object x0 in M and an isomorphism OX: x0 -+ x for each object x # x0.) It follows from 
[9]02 that the realisation BM of the semigroupoid M is equivalent to BMo. Therefore, in 
order to prove Theorem 1, it suffices to show that every connected space is weakly 
equivalent to some BM. 
The following elementary observation will be very useful. 
LEMMA 1. The natural homomorphism M -+ T,BM is universal for homomor- 
phisms ofM into a group. 




r,BM - T,BH. 
Therefore, because the image of M in TIBM generates GT,BM, the homomorphism 
M -+ H factors uniquely as M + ?r,BM + H. w 
Next, we discuss amalgamated free products (or pushouts) of monoids and 
semigroupoids. Since in general these are not well-behaved (see Howie[5] Chap. 
VII.3), we will restrict attention to a class which is convenient for our purposes. 
DEFINITION 2. An inclusion L 4 M of monoids will be called right-free if there is 
a subset n? c M containing the identity element of M and such that M is the union of 
the disjoint left cosets FzL, rii E A?, where the correspondence rii, 1 +-+a1 maps @ x L 
bijectively to M. Similarly, an inclusion L 4 M of semigroupoids will be called 
right-free if the inclusion of the associated monoids is right-free. 
It is easy to check that if the inclusions L 4 M and M 4 N are right-free so is their 
composite. Also, any inclusion of a group into a left-cancellative monoid is right-free. 
On the other hand, the inclusion N 4 Z, where N denotes the additive monoid of 
non-negative integers, is not right-free. 
Observe that the category of semigroupoids is closed under pushouts. Indeed, 
given functors ii: L+ N’ for i = 1,2, the pushout of N’ with N* over L is a semigrou- 
poid N’*,_N* whose set of objects is the union of Obj N’ and Obj N* over Obj L, and 
whose associated monoid is the free product No’ *b NO* of No’ with NC,* over LO. 
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LEMMA 3. If both j’ and jz are right-free inclusions, then the natural maps of L, N’ 
and N2 into N’ *,. N* are also right-free inclusions. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to prove this in the case when the semigroupoids L, N’ 
and N2 each have only one object, so that they can be thought of as monoids L, N’ 
and N2. Then, for each i, N’ - L is the union of the disjoint cosets EL, 3 E N’ -{e}. 
Let W be the set of all sequences (A,, &, . . . , iik, I) where k 2 0,l E L and the fij take 
values alternately in N’ -{e} and N’- {e}. Then, there is a well-defined map 
p: W + N’ *L N* which takes the sequence (%‘, . . . , I) to the product ti, . . .1. The map 
p is clearly surjective, To see that it is injective, notice that the monoids L, N’ and 
N2 act by a suitably defined right multiplication on the set W, and that this action is 
free. (For instance, W is a free right N’-set on the generators (I?‘, . . . , &, e), where 
either k = 0 or & E N*.) Therefore, there is a commutative diagram 
L - N’ 
4 J 
N*- Map( W, W). 
Using the universal property of N’ *L N*, one sees that there is an induced 
homomorphism $: N’*LN2+Map( W, W). For each w E W, the map @p(w) takes 
the element (e) in W to w. Therefore p is injective, as claimed. The right freedom of 
N’ *L N* over L, N’ and N2 now follows easily. n 
LEMMA 4. If j, and j2 are right-free inclusions then B(N’ eLN2) 2: BN’ u B,_ BN2. 
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that if j’: L 4 N’ is a right-free inclusion of 
monoids, where i = 1,2, then the induced map /3: BN’ U srBN*+ B(N’ *L N2) is an 
equivalence. Using Lemma 1 it is easy to see that 7r’B(N’ *LN2) = 
r,BN’ *‘n,BL’ a’BN*. Therefore, by van Kampen’s theorem, /3 induces an isomor- 
phism on n’, and we need only show that it induces an isomorphism on cohomology 
for all local coefficients. First notice that, if M is any Tonoid and & is any system of 
local coefficients on B&f, then H*(BM, &) is just Extz&Z, A), where A is the left 
Z(M)-module corresponding to s&. (This follows because BM is the geometric 
equivalent of the bar resolution of M, see [81 X.5.) Also, if j: M 4 N is a right-free 
inclusion, then Z(N) is a free right Z(M)-module, and so, it follows from “change of 
rings”, see [2] X (7.3), that Ext.&@, A) s ExtT&Z(N) @z’,,&, A). 
Now set N = N’ *L N*. Using the coset decompositions of N over L, N’ and N2 
given in Lemma 3, one shows that 
is exact. Applying the functor Ext &‘(., A), one obtains a long exact cohomology 
sequence which maps into the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for H*(BN’ U BLBN2, p*&!). 
The result now follows from the 5-lemma. H 
We now prove the anologue of the fact that every group embeds into an acyclic 
group. 
LEMMA 5. Given any semigroupoid M there is a right-free inclusion of M into a 
semigroupoid M’ such that BM” is contractible. 
Proof. For each monoid M, let M’ be the monoid generated by M and an element 
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h, with defining relations mh = h for all m E M and h* = h. Then the elements hm, 
for m E M, are all distinct and M#= M U hM. Thus the inclusion M 4 M” is 
right-free. Moreover, because h is a right zero element in M’, the category cor- 
responding to M” is filtering and so BMiP is contractible. To see this directly, define, 
for each k-simplex u = (ml,. . . , mk) in BM#, a (k + l)-simplex Ca = (m’, . . . , mk, h). 
Then Ca c CT whenever u c 7, and it is not hard to see that BM” contracts onto its 
unique vertex u by a homotopy which moves each u through Cu to the last vertex of 
Cu. (See Fig. 1) 
” 
Image of C half way 
through the contraction 
Fig. 1. The simplex Cu when cr is the 2 simplex (m,, mz). 
If M is a semigroupoid with associated monoid MO, it is clear that the semigrou- 
poid M’, which has the same objects as M and associated monoid MO”, has the 
required properties. More explicitly, choose an object x0 in M and an isomorphism 
8,: x0+x for every x E Obj M, with 13~~ = id. Then M” is generated by M and a 
morphism h: x0+x0. It therefore consists of M together with an additional morphism 
h,m : x + y for every m : x + y in M where h, : x + x equals OX-‘he,. (Here we are using 
the notation mn for the composite XL y -% z.) Note the relation mh, = h,fI-‘8, for 
every m:x-+y inM. W 
Finally we show that the maximal subgroup of an amalgamated free product can 
be calculated in the special case of monoids M for which the set M -I(M) of 
non-units is closed under multiplication. This will be useful in 03. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that L, N’ and N* are monoids whose sets of non-units are 
closed under multiplication. Then, given any inclusions L 4 N’, i = 1,2, the maximal 
subgroup I(N) of N = N’*,N* is isomorphic to I(N’)*ICL’I(N2). Also, the set of 
non-units of N is closed under multiplication. In particular, if both N’ and N* contain 
no left or right invertible elements other than the identity e, the same is true for N. 
Proof. Let G be the group I(N’)* &(N*), and denote by G’ the monoid obtained 
by adjoining a zero element z to G. Thus G’ = G U {z} and zg = gr = z* = z for all 
g E G. If M is a monoid such that the set M - I(M) is closed under multiplication, 
then M.(M -I(M)) = (M - I(M)).M = M - I(M). It follows that any homomorphism 
of I(M) into G extends to a homomorphism of M into G’ such that every element of 
M - I(M) goes to z. Applying this with M = L, N’ and N* one obtains compatible 
homomorphismsof L, N’ and N* into G’ such that any non-unit goes to z, and hence a 
homomorphism t/t of N = N’*LN2 to G’. 
Consider the commutative diagram 
G = :i’ *u&‘~~~~ G’ 
N L 
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where 4 is the obvious map G -+ N and p: G 4 G’ is the inclusion. It is easy to 
check that r+K’(z) = N - 4G. Since no element in I,!-‘(Z) can be a unit, this implies that 
I(N) = 4G. But 4 is injective since p is.Therefore I(N) is isomorphic to G as desired. 
Also, the set N -I(N) = I/-‘(Z) is closed under multiplication. Finally the last 
statement holds because a monoid M has no left or right invertible elements if and 
only if I(M) = {e} and M -{e} is closed under multiplication. H 
52. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We will construct, for any given ordered connected simplicial complex P, a 
semigroupoid F(P) together with a homotopy equivalence P = BF(P). The category 
F(P) has one object u for every vertex u of P. Its morphisms are generated by: 
(a) an invertible morphism m(uo, u,): uo-+.uI for each l-simplex (~0, u,) in P with 
VII< VI; 
(b) a morphism h(u,,, . . . , q): vk -9 vk for each k-simplex (u0, . . . , vp) in P with k > 1 
and Vo<u,<*..<uk; 
and are subject to the following relations: 
(c) h(u& . . . , uk)* = h(th,, . . . , t&); 
(d) h(Vo,. . .yOiy. ..,vk)h(vO,.. . ,&)=h(uO,.. .,vk) if k33 and i# k; 
(e) m(uk-l, uk)-‘h(t&. . . , vk-l)m(vk-I, t&)h(%, . . . , vk) = h(v&. . . , vk) if k 33; 
m m(vo, uJ’m(w3, u,)m(u,, uzM(uo, 01, u2) = h(Rl, VI, u2). 
It is not hard to check that: 
(i) for any (ordered) k-simplex o of dimension k 3 2, F(a) = F(c%)“, where aa is 
the boundary of u ; 
(ii) if P = Q UBc~ where dim (+ 3 2, then F(P) = F(Q) *r(arr)F(o); 
(iii) for any directed set Q” of (connected, ordered) complexes, F(lim Q”) = 
lim F(Q”); and . 
(iv) corresponding to every inclusion Q 4 P there is a right-free inclusion 
F(Q) 4 F(P). 
It remains to construct an equivalence hp: P =\ BF(P) for each P, in such a way 
that the diagram 
Qz BF(Q) 
c $ (*I 
PzBF(P) 
commutes for each inclusion Q 4 P. By (iii) above, it suffices to do this for 
finite-dimensional complexes. To start, observe that there is a canonical embedding of 
any ordered connected l-dimensional complex P into BF(P) whose image is a 
deformation retract of BF(P). We define hp, for l-dimensional P, to be this embed- 
ding. Suppose inductively, that we have defined the equivalences hp for every P of 
dimension Sk. Then, in particular, ha,: &J + BF(&r) is defined, where (T is an ordered 
(k + l)-simplex. Since BF(o) = BF(&r)” is contractible, the map A,, may be extended 
to an equivalence A,: (T _\ BF(cr). It follows that if P is any ordered (k + l)- 
dimensional complex there is a uniquk way to define A P: P + BF(P) so as to make all 
diagrams (*) commute. By repeated application of Lemma 4, it follows that Ap is an 
equivalence which completes the inductive step. 
Note. Using the explicit description of F(P) given in (a). . . . , (f) above, it is easy to 
describe its associated monoid in terms of generators and relations. The choice of 
isomorphisms OX: xo + x in F(P) corresponds to the choice of a basepoint and a maximal 
tree in P. 
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83. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Heller suggested the following construction. Given a group G with perfect normal 
subgroup P, let I,!I: D+ G be a homomorphism of an acyclic group D onto P. (This 
exists by [4] Lemma 5.7.) Now, set M equal to the amalgamated free product 
(G x D’) *DD#, where D” is as in Lemma 5 and where D is included in G x D" by the 
diagonal map A(d) = ($(d), d). More generally, we will also be interested in the case 
when D is an acyclic monoid which surjects onto P. In either case, one can check that 
A is right-free. Using Lemma 4 and the fact that D is acyclic, one see that the in- 
clusion G 4 M induces a homology equivalence BG 4 BM. (Note that B(G x D”) 
= BG x BD”, by [IO] Prop. Al for instance. Also, if d is any coefficient system 
on BM, then the induced system on BD is trivial since the map BD * BM factors 
through the contractible space BD”.) It is also not hard to see that T,(BM) = G/P. 
Further, if D-I(D) is closed under multiplication, it follows from Lemma 6 that 
I(M) = I(G x D#) *r(D)L(D’) = G X I(D). Therefore M will have all the properties 
required by Theorem 2 as long as I(D) = {e}. Thus, in order to prove Theorem 2, it 
suffices to show: 
LEMMA 7. Given any perfect group P, there is an acyclic monoid D with no left or 
right invertible elements other than e which surjects onto P. 
The monoid D will be constructed as a direct limit using the next lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Suppose that +: F + P is a homomorphism of a free monoid F into the 
perfect group P. Then one can construct a commutative diagram 
where M contains no left or right invertible elements other than e, F’ is free, o is a 
right-free inclusion which induces the zero map on reduced integer homology fi*, and 
cp is a right-free inclusion which induces an isomorphism on A,. 
Before proving this, let us use it to construct D. 
Proof of Lemma 7. Let I,IJ: F,-+ P be a surjection of a free monoid FI onto P. 
Using Lemma 8, construct a commutative diagram 
where the g; (resp. pi) are right-free inclusions which induce zero maps (resp. 
isomorphisms) on fi,. Put D, = M, and D, = MI *F2 M2 *r3 * . . *F-M. = D,-, *h k& for 
each n > 1. Then, by Lemma 6, D, contains no left or right invertible elements other 
than e. Also, because the inclusion F, 4 0. factors through a,, it induces the zero 
map on fi* for each n. An easy induction using Lemma 4 and the properties of the rr” 
and p,, shows that each composite F,+, 4 M, 4 D, induces an isomorphism on fi,. 
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Therefore, because the diagram 
Fn+, 4 Dn 
GC 
D II+, 
commutes, the inclusions D, 4 D,+, annihilate fi *. It follows easily that D = lim D, 
has the required properties. W 
Proof of Lemma 8. Choose a set of free generators x for F, Because P is perfect, 
there is, for each generator x, a finite set y,.,, z,,, of elements of P indexed by cr E A,, 
such that 4(x) = Il [y_ z,,,] for each x. (Here [y, z] denotes the commutator 
&A, 
yzy-' 2-l.) Let F0 be the free monoid generated by elements Y:,~, z:,, Y:,~, zz,, for all x 
and CY E A,, and define a map F -+ F0 by making each generator x of F go to the 
product II (y&z:~y&,&). Further, let L (resp. F’) be the free submonoid of F0 
generated by the products y;,yY,, and z:,z;., (resp. by the elements y:., and z&) for all x 
and all (Y E A,. Set M = F,*, L’. Then the inclusion (r: F 4 M is a composite 
F 4 F0 4 M of right-free inclusions, and so is right-free. Similarly, p: F’ 4 M is 
right-free. Note also that, by Lemma 6, M contains no left or right invertible elements 
other than e. 
One can define 4: M + P so that 4 0 u = II, by setting 
4(YLJ = Y&m m;J = z&a, 4(Yi!.a) = YA 
4 t&) = z,f, and 4(h) = e. 
Now consider the map g*(BF) -+fi*(BM). Recall that BF has the homotopy 
type of a wedge of circles, one for each generator of F. (This holds because n,BF is 
the free group on the generators of F by Lemma 1. Also, the map BF-, B(q,BF) is a 
homology equivalence by [2] X.5.) Thus H;(BF) = 0 if i > 1. Further, it is easy to see 
that the image of g,(BF) in r,(BM) is contained in the commutator subgroup of 
ni(BM). Since, for any monoid M, one has H,(BM) = ~T,BM/[T,BM, a,BM], it 
follows that the map H,(BF)+ H,(BM) is zero, as required. 
Finally, using Lemma 4 and the fact that M = F0 *L L”, it is not hard to check that 
BM has the homotopy type of a wedge of circles, one for each generator of F’. 
Therefore, BM = BF’, and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Corollary. Kan and Thurston prove in [61 that for any path-connected 
space X there is a homology equivalence BG -X, for some discrete group G. The 
kernel of the surjection G = n,BG + v,X is a perfect, normal subgroup P of G, and 
the pair G, P completely determines the weak homotopy type of X. (See [3].) Thus, if 
M is the monoid constructed from G, P as in Theorem 2, we must have BM = X. n 
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